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White Dragon Society Ultimatum to Canada Govt, Big Pharma, Etc.
Top Secret Negotiations for New Age Proceed Well as Western Rule Collapses

Benjamin Fulford Report - May 23, 2022
 
Top-level negotiations between Asian and Western elders to start a new golden age for
humanity are proceeding well, according to sources involved. The basic agreement calls for
the complete write-off of all debts, public and private, a one-time redistribution of assets and a
massive campaign to end poverty, stop environmental destruction and colonize the universe
with earth life. This plan is supported by – among others - the Western committee of 300, the
Russian government, the Indian government and the Asian secret societies that control China,
ASEAN, Korea and Japan. There are some concrete moves involving massive amounts of off-
ledger gold and dollars taking place. The details cannot yet be publicly disclosed for security
reasons, the sources involved in the negotiations say. Of course, we have heard this talk
before, so believe it when you see it.
 
MoneyPox Fear Porn
For now, the task is to make sure the existing Western ruling structure collapses without
destroying the planet. Already, the Western ruling class has fallen into what can only be
described as collective insanity as their control grid collapses. The latest sign is a massive
campaign of monkeypox fear porn. The fear porn appears to be a desperate attempt to justify
a massive power grab by the WHO and the Davos World Economic Forum.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/pandemic-fascism.jpeg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/monkey-comment.jpeg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/monkey-map.jpeg
 
Both are holding massive meetings in Switzerland this week where they are actively seeking
totalitarian control over the entire planet. From May 22 to May 28, representatives of the
WHO’s 194 member states (which represent 98% of all the “countries” in the world) are
attending the World Health Assembly meeting in Geneva. Here they will vote on International
Health Regulations (IHR) that will be legally binding under international law. 
https://reclaimthenet.org/world-health-organization-pandemic-treaty-a-fresh-push-for-vaccine-passports-global-
surveillance-and-more/
 
The amendments being pushed by the Khazarian mafia will give WHO Director-General
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus unilateral authority to declare a public health emergency in any
nation based on whatever evidence he chooses. This will create a de facto world totalitarian
regime far more repressive than any yet seen on this planet.
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This power grab has been planned at least since 1975 when a World Bank paper first
suggested using a pandemic as a tool to install a fascist world government. “We are predicting
when the next ‘pandemic’ hits, western governments will suspend all elections based on the
WHO’s recommendations. This is how the WEF will maintain control,” MI6 sources say. 
 
That plan is now fully underway with an obviously fake “monkeypox” fear campaign. In a world
with nearly 8 billion people headlines appear all over the world about 100 or so “cases.” Notice
in the article below that most of the “cases” are “suspected,” not confirmed. This is pure Fear
porn. The KM WHO is trying to whip up a new scamdemic it seems.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-10837049/WHO-convenes-emergency-monkeypox-meeting-amid-growing-fears-
international-outbreak.html
 
Look at this article published on 12/2005: Several countries are stockpiling smallpox vaccine
as a precaution against the possible use of vaccinia virus as a bioweapon.
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16341204/
 
Below you can see fake news at its best. In each of these articles, there are only old photos. It
seems that the monkeypox can travel in time. Incredible! Notice how media in the Western
world are all using old pictures for this new fear porn campaign.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/vax-pushing-monley-porn.mp4?_=1
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“Same ROLL-OUT as CONvid. Same culprits,” a CIA medical doctor notes. The fact that
lots of people actually believe this is what comes after decades of dumbing down the Western
populace by the KM.
 
“Shortly, the public will be unable to reason or think for themselves. They’ll only be able to
parrot the information they’ve been given on the previous night’s news,” said top globalist
Zbigniew Brzezinski. And to show how this control grid is inter-generational - now his daughter
says: “The Media’s Job is to control exactly what people think,” says Mika Brzezinski Cohost of
(Rockefeller controlled) MSNBC’s Morning Joe.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/brzezinski-mind-control.jpeg
 
Here she says it on YouTube.  https://youtu.be/quU_Tbv96Wk
 
India Meets with U.S. and Japan This Week
The fear porn campaign is happening as the fake US President Joe Biden arrives in Japan on
a campaign to try to seduce India, Japanese Foreign Ministry sources say. The Japanese
government believes the real power behind the fake Biden regime is the French branch of the
Rothschild family. “This is the core of the group that is still trying to carry out the end-times
prophecies of the Book of Ezekiel,” the foreign ministry sources say.
 
This group wants India to join the “rules-based world order,” faction meeting at Davos, he
says. “That is because, without India, they will lose,” he notes. However, sources close to
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who is arriving in Japan this week to meet “Biden” and
Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida, say she has no plans to join their Davos group.
 
The Indians believe we are at the end of a 5000-year cycle where the worst of all possible
ages, an iron age, becomes the best of all possible worlds: a golden age. Their view is to take
no sides and allow events to unfold. The Indians also do not want to work with the “fanatical
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bunch of lunatics” that has taken over the West and have been planning pandemics for a long
time, the sources say.
 
For example, and let this sink in for a second: literally, hundreds of millions of COVID-
19 test kits were exported and imported, all over the world, during 2017 and 2018. 
Hundreds of millions! 
 
Globalists Covid-19 Shenanigans
Furthermore, United States Government data show that the U.S. Department of Defense
(DOD) awarded a contract on the 12th November 2019 to Labyrinth Global Health INC. for
‘COVID-19 Research’, at least one month before the alleged emergence of the novel
coronavirus, and three months before it was officially dubbed Covid-19. Then we have this
from 2019: FDA approves first live, non-replicating vaccine to prevent smallpox and
monkeypox (September 24, 2019).
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-approves-first-live-non-replicating-vaccine-prevent-smallpox-
and-monkeypox
 
Now we have this: “Pfizer is apparently at it again, conveniently hitting another grand slam with
another perfectly timed drug release for the latest viral outbreak sweeping the west –
monkeypox.”
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/fda-approves-new-intravenous-monkeypox-drug-treatment-pfizer-linked-siga-
technologies/
 
Here Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla explains Pfizer’s new technology to the Davos crowd: "An
ingestible pill with a tiny chip that sends a wireless signal to relevant authorities when the
pharmaceutical has been digested. Imagine the compliance,'” he says.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/bourla-chip-compliance.mp4?_=2
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/wef-mark-of-beast.jpeg
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Now, look at avatar Bill Gates checking out a vaccine warehouse. (Which he owns through a
front company). This is a very exposing video. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/gates-avatar-and-vaccine-warehouse.mp4?_=3
 
This is the same Bill Gates who received $3.5 million in investor money for his lab-made baby
milk startup. Then, the Gates Foundation paid The Guardian $3.5 million. Immediately, The
Guardian published a hit piece criticizing breastfeeding as bad for moms’ mental health. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/baby-formula-corruption.jpeg
 
No wonder Irina Yarovaya, Co-Chair of the Parliamentary Commission on Investigation of US
Biological Laboratories in Ukraine, urges the global community to seriously get to the bottom
of this secret and dangerous military biological activity, implemented by the US.
https://tass.com/politics/1453907
 
White Dragon Society Ultimatum to Canada Govt, Medical & Big Pharma
The White Dragon Society, for its part, sent the following message to the Canadian
government and its officials:
 
"The Nuremberg laws make it clear that carrying out medical procedures based on lies is a
war crime that is punishable by death.
 
We have asked the WHO, the CDC, Health Canada and over 100 other relevant agencies
around the world to prove that Covid 19 exists. They have been unable to do so. No sample of
this so-called virus exists in any laboratory on earth. The PCR tests being used are not
scientific and not acceptable as proof. That means that using it as an excuse to impose
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vaccinations of DNA altering substances that have not gone through proper safety testing is a
war crime. 
 
We have already removed Justin Trudeau and Chrystia Freeland and will continue to remove
any and all officials who promote the false Covid narrative and push vaccines. We will
continue to hunt down and bring to justice any and all Canadian government, medical or
pharmaceutical industry officials who persist in this behavior.
 
If the Canadian government does not announce a complete end to the Covid farce and all
related restrictions by June 1, 2022, we will send special forces and other agents to enforce
the Nuremberg Laws to the extent necessary. Our agents are already in place and await our
instructions."
 
These are the Canadian traitors who need to be rounded up and taken in for questioning:
https://www.beyondthenarrative.ca/canadian-federal-politician-members-of-the-world-economic-forum/
 
MI6 promises “we have cleared out Australia so we can do the same for Canada.” According
to MI6 the new Australian government headed by Anthony Albanese is going to put an end to
all the Covid fascism there. In any case, the KM, aware their pandemic plot is failing, are now
pushing hard for mass starvation. “The Rothschild and Angelli owned Economist already
knows what’s coming. They are involved in creating it,” a Mossad source says. Take a look at
this recent cover on the “The coming food catastrophe.”
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/economist-fear-porn.jpeg
 
In it The Economist threatens: "By some estimates, four-fifths of the global population live in
countries that are net importers of food. More than 20% of the world’s calories, and more than
18% of its grain, crosses at least one border on the journey from plow to plate.”
 
Mossad linked propaganda site Debka chips in by predicting “famine in at least 36 countries,
the worst hit being Egypt, Lebanon, Qatar, Pakistan, Indonesia, Jordan, Malaysia, Thailand
and parts of Africa.”
https://www.debka.com/russia-strikes-us-missile-shipment-for-ukraine-blocks-worlds-grain-supply/
 
So you can see these fanatics are busy pushing two of the four horsemen of the apocalypse:
pestilence and famine. However, despite their fear-mongering, the fact remains no mass
deaths from disease or starvation have happened. All we see is massive fear porn in their
controlled media being parroted by their bribed politicians.
 
Their pushing of the third horseman, war, is also not going very well. Basically, they have lost
their war in Ukraine. According to CIA estimates: The total Ukrainian casualties, dead and
wounded, are likely already at 50,000. The weapons the U.S. and others provide are not
sufficient to sustain the war. Ukraine has only 3 days’ reserves of diesel and gasoline left. The
main parts of its forces are immobile and are getting surrounded by Russian forces. Their
situation is hopeless.
 
In fact, Ukraine is already being divided up by Russia and Poland. The following article shows
this: "Polish citizens in Ukraine will be granted the same rights that Ukrainian refugees in
Poland are currently receiving, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky said on Sunday
during a visit to Kyiv by his Polish counterpart Andrzej Duda. Poland has granted the right to
live and work and claim social security payments to over 3 million Ukrainian refugees fleeing
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine."  https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/zelenskiy-promises-reciprocal-rights-poles-
ukraine-2022-05-22/?utm_source=reddit.com
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We are also getting reports of Polish troops in the non-Russian-speaking parts of Ukraine.
This means a de facto partition of former Ukraine and an end to plans for ruling the world from
a greater Khazaria.  https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/avostal-surrender.mp4?_=4
 
The fourth horseman of the apocalypse is conquest which, as we mentioned at the top of this
article, is what they are trying to accomplish with their attempted power grab in Switzerland.
The Swiss government is involved since it is deploying 5,000 military personnel, and
thousands of police while Swiss Air Force jets constantly circle above the event to enforce a
‘no-fly zone’ during the elite globalist summits.
https://21stcenturywire.com/2022/05/17/swiss-military-give-klaus-schwab-5000-troops-and-no-fly-zone-for-this-years-
davos-summit/
 
The fact the Swiss army is protecting this attempted global power grab means Switzerland is
no longer a neutral country. That is why a weapons depot was blown up a Geneva airport last
week, Russian FSB sources say.  
https://tapnewswire.com/2022/05/pop-pop-bang-bang-weapons-store-hit-in-geneva/
 
Also, if you want to know what the self-appointed elite are planning for us with their UN world
government, please check out this video of them at work in Israel.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/un-at-work-in-israel.mp4?_=5
 
That’s right, if they win, prepare to bend over and… In any case, the entire world has begun to
boycott these criminals so, in the rump of Western countries they still control, we can expect
hyper-inflation, power outages, fuel shortages, market collapse and social unrest over the
following months as their control grid collapses.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/forecasts_0.jpg
 
Assasination of Aaron Salter, Jr., Hi-Tech Inventor
Once they have been finally defeated, their ability to suppress technology will end and a new
age will begin. Here is one example of the sort of world-altering technology they have been
suppressing. It turns out the recent “Buffalo shooter who drew inspiration from neo-Nazis”
killed the inventor of a revolutionary hydrogen fuel technology.
https://www.msn.com/en-xl/africa/other/buffalo-shooter-drew-inspiration-from-ukrainian-neo-nazis/ar-AAXofD
 
This is the cover story: “Aaron Salter Jr., security guard killed in Buffalo shooting, hailed as a
hero for confronting gunman.”
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/aaron-salter-jr-security-guard-buffalo-shooting-victim/
 
Now for the behind the curtain story: 
Aaron Salter, AWS Hydrogen Technologies LLC
Aaron Salter of AWS Hydrogen Technologies LLC, displays his 2010 Ford F-150 Pickup Truck
running using his AWS Hydrogen Fuel System. No Hydrogen Fuel Cells. System is power
using Electrolysis.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=SAFQdYYXyls
 
Aaron Salter, JR. has filed for patents to protect the following inventions. This listing includes
patent applications that are pending as well as patents that have already been granted by the
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
https://patents.justia.com/inventor/aaron-salter-jr
 
How long did it take for the FBI to confiscate the contents of his home? Seems like people who
create HHO electrolysis systems used in a gas vehicle all end up dying. If people could use
home solar panels to create their own hydrogen fuel from tap water, nobody would need to pay
the Rockefellers etc. for oil. We could all live like millionaires.
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Project Blue-Beam Related Material
OK finally this week, we will once again end with the latest on project blue beam and related
material. First here, according to the secret space program folk and other sources, is the real
reason why the KM have not been able to start an all-out nuclear war: “Nuclear missiles
were shut down by UFOs over the span of eight days and this is well documented and
there are testimonies by witnesses,” while he was the on-duty commander of a secret
underground launch control facility at Montana’s Malmstrom Air Force Base Robert Salas he
told The Sun Online.
https://www.the-sun.com/news/5362845/us-wreckage-ufos-nuclear-weapons-pentagon-cover-up/
 
Now at the U.S. Congressional UFO hearings:
Luis Elizondo, the former head of the U.S. Defense Department’s Special Branch for UFO
Research gives us his B.S.: “Alien ships can be recognized almost immediately, because they
are very different from Earth spacecraft. For example, the earthly spacecraft cannot move like
a UFO, cannot be quickly accelerated, or hang in the air. Among other things, alien spacecraft
move almost silently, but terrestrial spacecraft do not. "Another difference between the alien
starships is the fact that they move freely in the air, in the water, in space. They are not
affected by Earth’s gravity.”
 
The father of the Apollo program, Werner Von Braun, seemed to know WTF was going on as
this quote shows. “We find ourselves faced by powers which are far stronger than hitherto
assumed, and whose base is at present unknown to us. More I cannot say at present. We are
now engaged in entering into closer contact with those powers, and within six or nine months it
may be possible to speak with more precision on the matter.”
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/von-braun-quote.jpeg
 
Here are some of the latest sightings from the US, France and elsewhere of these “alien” craft.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/photo_2022-05-23_17-24-23.jpg
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Ticket to Ride in Anti-Gravity Device
We are trying to get permission to ride an anti-gravity device from the secret space program
folk and will be sure to film and publicize the event if it ever happens. In the meantime, we
need to stick to cleaning up this reality which now means doing something about the criminals
gathered in Switzerland.
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Biden Doppelganger (Body Double) Visits WHO in Geneva to hand over U.S.
amendments to strenghten WHO's Pandemic Treaty - Real Raw News.
Biden Body Double Blows Cover During Meeting with UK Boris Johnson - RRN.
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Truth Social is now available through the web app - Reclaim the Net.
Arizona Law Enforcement Raids Nonprofits in "2000 Mules" Documentary Film
Ballot Trafficking Investigation - The Gateway Pundit.
How COVID Became the Most Manipulated Disease Event in History - CHD.
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VPN and improves storage and pricing - Reclaim the Net.
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Spread the Word! Go to Webpage & Share this Message!
 

The World Health Organziation is meeting in Geneva, Switzerland (May 22-28), and
attempting a global totalitarian power grab by introducing amendments to its pandemic treaty
that will impose its will on 194 member nations (about 98 percent of the world). The treaty will
give WHO absolute total control over decisions made in a "potential" or "actual" pandemic,
solidifying a step closer to its ultimate goal of creating a totalitarian one world government.
Countries and nations that choose to go along with this would loose their freedoms and
sovereignty. All one has to do is educate oneself on the facts, and this becomes blatently
apparaent.
 
My family of light, we need to fight this! This is war! These elites and globalists are out to kill
the majority of humanity, and enslave the rest. And, they won't stop until they are eliminated.
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We the People need to act immediately to save our life, our freedoms and sovereignty. Find
out how you can stand up against and stop this tyranny. Click the image above. Webpage
available in 100 languages.
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